
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS TO HELP MILLIONS

Despite the widespread use of inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) in the treatment of patients with COPD, the extent of their 
contribution to efficacy and long-term safety in COPD maintenance therapy is still being investigated. Because of the potential 
side effects of ICS, including an increased risk of developing pneumonia, cataracts, glaucoma, osteoporosis and a potential 
contribution to the risk of developing type II diabetes, it is important to understand more about their efficacy to better evaluate 
their risk-benefit profile.1-3

The large, 52-week WISDOM (Withdrawal of Inhaled Steroids During Optimised bronchodilator Management) study evaluated 
the effects of stepwise withdrawal of ICS in patients with severe to very severe COPD and an exacerbation history, while 
receiving tiotropium (Spiriva®)† and a LABA*. For these patients, the GOLD (Global initiative for chronic Obstructive Lung 
Disease) guidelines support the addition of ICS to long-acting bronchodilator therapy.4

WISDOM is larger than all the previous ICS-withdrawal studies combined5-10 and the first study to examine stepwise withdrawal 
of ICS in COPD on top of maintenance therapy with Spiriva® and a LABA. WISDOM adds to the growing clinical evidence-base 
on the impact of ICS withdrawal against the background of long-acting bronchodilators, including the recently-published 
OPTIMO study. The OPTIMO study showed that withdrawal of ICS in patients with moderate COPD at low risk of exacerbation 
could be safe provided that patients are left on maintenance treatment with long-acting bronchodilators.5

The WISDOM study results were presented for the first time at the European Respiratory Society International Congress 2014, 
Munich, Germany, with simultaneous publication in the New England Journal of Medicine.  

WISDOM STUDY

What were the key findings?

Based on the primary end point (time to first moderate or severe on-treatment COPD exacerbation during the 12-month 
randomised period), WISDOM has shown that in severe to very severe COPD patients with a history of exacerbation, the 
risk of moderate/severe exacerbations was comparable between those patients that continued on ICS, and those where  
ICS therapy was withdrawn in a stepwise fashion while patients received a baseline maintenance treatment of Spiriva®  
and a LABA.11

There was a transient numerical increase in severe exacerbations soon after ICS treatment was finally stopped, but this was 
not sustained over the study period.11

Additional findings

Following the final step of ICS withdrawal (from 100 µg twice daily to no ICS at week 18), a 38ml greater reduction in 
trough forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV

1
) was observed in the ICS withdrawal group than with maintained ICS use 

(P<0.001). A similar difference was seen at week 52.11 This change was similar to that observed in previous ICS withdrawal 
trials,6,7,9,10 and it does not seem to be predictive of exacerbations. 

No change in dyspnoea and minor changes in health status occurred in the ICS withdrawal group. The change from baseline 
in the total St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ) score was -0.42 and +0.55 in the ICS continued and ICS 
withdrawal treatment groups respectively at week 27 (p=0.08) and -0.07 and +1.15 at week 52 (p=0.05).11 The frequently 
used minimum clinically important difference is 4 points.12

† Tiotropium 18µg administered via HandiHaler®
*  Long-acting beta-2 agonist
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What are the implications of these findings?

The WISDOM study results imply that in respect of moderate to severe exacerbations:

• Many patients with severe to very severe COPD and a history of exacerbation may not benefit from the addition of an ICS 
on top of Spiriva® and a LABA

• Even with the use of ICS in line with the GOLD guidelines and at doses recommended on the EU label, the results of 
WISDOM have indicated that not all patients with severe to very severe COPD seem to benefit from including an ICS in 
their treatment regimen

WISDOM study methodology and endpoints

The WISDOM study was designed to evaluate the effects of stepwise ICS withdrawal in COPD patients with severe to very severe 
lung function impairment (GOLD spirometric grade 3-4 with a history of at least one exacerbation during the 12 month period 
prior to screening) who were receiving maintenance therapy of tiotropium and salmeterol (LABA).11,13 

In contrast to previous ICS withdrawal studies, stepwise withdrawal was implemented to minimise the potential risk of rebound 
steroid effects. 

The primary endpoint in WISDOM was time to first moderate or severe on-treatment COPD exacerbation during the 12 month 
randomised period. 

Secondary end points included time to first severe COPD exacerbation, number of moderate or severe on-treatment COPD 
exacerbations, difference from baseline in on-treatment lung function, health status (SGRQ), and dyspnoea (modified Medical 
Research Council [mMRC]).

During a six week run-in period, a total of 2,485 patients were treated with tiotropium 18 µg once daily, salmeterol 50 µg twice 
daily and fluticasone propionate 500 µg twice daily. These 2,485 patients were then randomised in a double-blind, parallel-
group, active-controlled fashion; one group of patients continued to receive tiotropium, salmeterol and fluticasone propionate 
(ICS) while, for the second group, stepwise withdrawal of fluticasone propionate was initiated (see figure 1). Following the 
stepwise withdrawal period, patients in both treatment groups were observed over a stable treatment phase of 40 weeks.
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ICS: remained on triple therapy from run-in

Stepwise ICS withdrawal (dual therapy)

Triple therapy regimen

• Tiotropium 18 ug QD

• Salmeterol 50 ug BID

• Fluticasone 500 ug BID

Fluticasone 12-week 
withdrawal schedule

500 ug BID

Reduced to 250 ug BID

Reduced to 100 ug BID

Reduced to 0 ug (placebo)
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Figure 1: WISDOM study design


